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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 
By Abigail Saguy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   SEX & GENDER 

NEWS 

 

Today, as I approach my 50th birthday and my students have parents who are about my age, 

I realize that they feel the same way about their generation compared to mine. This became 

clear yesterday in class when—using PollEverywhere—I polled my sociology of gender 

lecture class of 240+ students. I presented four polls. In the first, drawing on Hochschild’s 

Second Shift, I asked whether they thought men of their parents’ generation held traditional, 

transitional, or egalitarian ideologies. In the second, I asked the same question about 

women of their parents’ generation. In the third and fourth polls, I asked about men and 

women of their own generations, respectively.  

Unsurprisingly, the students reported higher endorsement of egalitarian ideologies among 

women, compared to men, in both generations. They also reported an increase in egalitarian 

ideologies over time. I personally wish they were right but I am not so sure. The piece by 

Xiaoling Shu and Kelsey Meagher in this newsletter suggests, in fact, that the trend toward 

more egalitarian gender attitudes is in fact stalling. Their research suggests that this is due to 

labor market patterns, including the expectation that workers will put in long hours that lead 

men to work around the clock while forcing women out of the labor market.  

Back in the 1990s, I thought that we would have had a woman president by now, but alas we 

are still waiting. Lisa Wade is right in saying (in this newsletter) that Hillary Clinton’s 

nomination for president by one of its two major parties and Clinton winning the popular 

vote were important firsts. Still, that ultimate glass ceiling remains in tact. Moreover, as 

Wade convincingly argues in this newsletter, much of the 2016 race hinged on the 

accomplishment of masculinity.  Trump performed an “unapologetic masculinity”—“one 

that, at its core, was about dominating others: ‘winning’ in business, with women, in politics, 

and over other men”—while Clinton suggested that Trump was not man enough to be 

president. 

The Trump presidency has all sorts of ramifications, including on immigration policy, which—

as two of the contributions to this newsletter show—are deeply gendered. Monica Casper 

notes how the derogatory and rhetorically charged term “anchor baby” relocates 

xenophobia inside migrating women’s wombs and recasts migrant women (from certain  
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Lately I have been struck by how each new generation thinks 

theirs will do better than the previous in overcoming gender 

inequality. I remember, as a college student in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s and as a graduate student in the 1990s how 

confident I was that my generation was more enlightened than 

that of my parents. Surely, I thought, my generation would find 

a world of greater gender equality—in both the workplace and 

in our marriages—than had the generation before us! 
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countries) as politically savvy, instrumental operators keen on draining resources away from more “deserving” (white, 

native-born) citizens. Such attitudes have implications not only for migrant women but also for their children. 

Meanwhile, as Gina Marie Longo argues, gender schemas shape how U.S. immigration officials regard men and women 

citizens seeking to marry people from poorer countries. While they view citizen-men pursuing “traditional” marriages 

with women from poorer countries as legitimate, they see women citizens looking for the same thing with men from 

poorer countries as “desperate fools who are being used by foreign men who simply want papers.” 

Among sociologists of gender, the Trump presidency has further energized interest in masculinity studies not only in the 

U.S. but abroad. The piece below by Helen Mary Rizzo is testament to the vibrancy of this subfield. How interesting to 

see how different kinds of men with distinct gender ideologies are drawn to different sorts of activities within a 

movement to challenge sexual harassment in public spaces in Cairo, Egypt! Some men are motivated by the desire to flex 

their manly muscles in order to rescue defenseless women. Among those men, some reinforce their traditional 

ideologies while others gain greater appreciation for women victims’ courage and strength through their experience in 

the movement. Still other men derive their motivation to be involved in the cause through a personal experience being 

bullied for appearing weak or unmanly and develop a collaborative and egalitarian partnership with women leaders.  

Thanks to Vivian Swayne, our new newsletter editor, for putting together this newsletter and for former newsletter 

editor Eli Alston-Stepnitz for helping Vivian transition into this role. Thanks too to co-chairs of the publication committee, 

Jennifer Carlson and Katie Acosta for their leadership in helping our section communicate with members, including via 

this newsletter. 

What an honor to be serving as chair of a section that is asking such important and timely questions and generating 

such exciting new research that, in turn, enriches the courses that we offer our undergraduate and graduate students 

alike! I look forward to celebrating the vibrancy of our subfield with you in person this summer at our annual ASA 

meeting. Speaking of which, please save the date for our reception, which we are cosponsoring this year with the 

Sociology of Sexualities Section. It will be held on Saturday August 10 from 6:30 PM-8PM, at the Iguana Restaurant & 

Lounge (240 W 54th St, New York, NY 10019). I am deeply grateful for all the hard work that went into planning this 

reception. Thanks to section member and Sociology of Sexualities Chair Carla Pfeffer and the members of both sections 

who volunteered to help organize this reception, including Angela Jones, Tey Meadow, Emma Mishel, Joan Helen 

Robinson, and Michael Vaughn. 

Abigail C. Saguy 

Professor of Sociology 

University of California, Los Angeles 

saguy@soc.ucla.edu  
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ESSAYS: 

“BEYOND THE STALLED GENDER REVOLUTION: HISTORICAL AND COHORT 

DYNAMICS IN GENDER ATTITUDES FROM 1977 TO 2016”  

By: Xiaoling Shu and Kelsey Meagher 

The historical trajectory of American gender attitudes forms a curious pattern: gender egalitarianism rose steeply 

from the 1970s to the mid-1990s, but declined until the early 2000s, and then resumed the upward trend. We 

constructed a scale of gender egalitarianism using four items: “A working mother can establish just as warm and 

secure a relationship with her children as a mother who does not work”; “It is much better for everyone involved if 

the man is the achiever outside the home and the woman takes care of the home and family”; “A preschool child is 

likely to suffer if his or her mother works”; and “Most men are better suited emotionally for politics than are most 

women”, identical to Cotter, Hermsen, and Vanneman (2011). The period of 1994–2004 thus constitutes a “lost” 

decade in a largely upward movement toward gender egalitarianism. Over the past decade, scholars have tried to 

explain why attitudes suddenly stalled after two decades of rapid growth, when many had assumed that rising 

egalitarianism was an inevitable outcome of women’s increasing labor force participation. However, recent research 

has been unable to explain this stalled revolution with any structural or demographic transformations, instead 

offering a cultural explanation involving the rise of a “separate but equal” gender scheme (Cotter et al. 2011). 

Similarly, research has been unable to account for the recent rebound in egalitarian attitudes. 

Our study expands the debate on the puzzle of the “stalled revolution” by evaluating three structural influences on 

historical dynamics in gender attitudes, including the mid-1990s conservative turn. We use 20 waves of data from 

the General Social Survey, 1977–2016, supplemented by year-level data from the Current Population Survey and 

World Bank, to analyze three structural forces that may account for historical variations in gender attitudes: 

stagnating progress toward women’s equality in the labor force (measured as the rate of women’s labor force 

participation and the gender pay gap), economic prosperity, and the rise of overwork (i.e., working 50 or more hours 

per week). We estimate the net effects of these historical influences using cross-classified age-period-cohort (APC) 

models. After controlling for demographic predictors, we add the three structural measures -- labor force gender 

equality, GDP growth rate, and the percent of men overworking -- in sequential models. For each model, we analyze 

both the coefficient of the structural variable (i.e., the association between the structural variable and gender 

attitudes, after controlling for other predictors) and the percentage of explained variance (i.e., the total amount of 

variation in gender attitudes that is explained by the model). This strategy enables us to better understand the 

relationship between structural processes and attitudinal change. 

Our findings show that changes in individual characteristics – including education, gender, race, marriage and family 

arrangements, religious practices, employment and income, and ideological orientations -- account for a high 

proportion of the cohort variation in gender attitudes (78%) but only a small amount of the period, or historical, 

change (32%). This means that the shifting composition of individual characteristics in the population is a good 

explanation for why younger cohorts are generally more egalitarian than older cohorts, but it does not explain why 

the entire population’s attitudes stalled in the mid-1990s and rose again in the mid-2000s. 
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We find that two structural forces can account for a substantial percent of the historical changes in gender attitudes: 

gender equality in the labor force and the proportion of men who “overwork.” Rising gender equality in the labor force 

is positively associated with egalitarian attitudes (p<.05), and it explains an additional 44% of the historical changes in 

gender attitudes compared to a model with only demographic predictors. We find that rising gender equality in the 

labor force explains most of the historical changes prior to the 1990s, when gender egalitarianism rose dramatically. 

This supports previous research that links women’s employment to gender egalitarianism (Bolzendahl and Myers 

2004). However, we find little evidence that changes in labor force gender equality are responsible for the mid-1990s 

conservative turn in egalitarian attitudes. Women’s labor force participation and pay equity both improved through 

the 1990s as gender egalitarianism took a downward turn. 

When we add men’s overwork to the model, we find that it explains an additional 14.7% of the historical variance, 

including most of the attitudinal downturn in 1994-2004. Men’s overwork is negatively associated with gender 

egalitarianism, which we hypothesize is because expectations of long working hours tend to reinforce traditional 

household divisions of labor. Men are much more likely than women to work long hours due to women’s larger share 

of unpaid domestic labor (Cha and Weeden 2014), and norms around overworking have led many women to exit the 

labor force and return to the “separate spheres” division of household labor (Cha 2010). Historical patterns in men’s 

overwork, which peaked in the mid-1990s, correlate with the “stalled revolution” in gender egalitarianism in the 1990s 

and its “restart” in the mid-2000s.  

Our research indicates that historical transformations in Americans’ gender attitudes are linked to macro-level changes 

in the labor market. Gender equality in the labor force and the rise of men’s overwork both explain a significant 

amount of the historical transformation in U.S. gender attitudes, and overwork helps explain the puzzle of the mid-

1990s “stalled revolution.” New cultural frames, such as the “egalitarian essentialist” ideology that envisions “separate 

but equal” roles for men and women, may indeed characterize recent trends in American gender attitudes, and our 

research has identified the structural opportunities and constraints in which these cultural trends are rooted. 

 

 

Kelsey Meagher is a Ph.D. candidate in Sociology at the University of California-Davis. Her 

research focuses on environmental sociology, health, and social inequality. 

 

Xiaoling Shu is professor of Sociology at the University of California Davis.  Her research 

focuses on the impacts of two of the most profound processes of our times – market 

transition and globalization – on gender inequalities, subjective sense of well-being, and 

gender, family, marriage, and sexual behaviors and attitudes. She uses data science models 

on national and international data to carry out country specific (China and the United States) 

and cross-national analyses. Her book entitled, Knowledge Discovery in Social Sciences: A 

Data Mining Approach is forthcoming in 2020 with University of California Press. She is 

working on another book Chinese Marriage and Family in Transition: Confucianism, 

Socialism, and Modernization (with Jingjng Chen) under contract with Rutgers University 

Press.  
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“GENDER AND THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY” 

By: Lisa Wade 

 The United States still has yet to elect a woman president. Many other countries have. In 1960, Sirimavo 

Bandaranaike of Sri Lanka became the first women elected to lead a modern country. Since then, more than fifty 

women have served as head of state. Female leaders have been found disproportionately in Europe, but every 

region on earth has seen at least one. 

Who has the standing to lead the United States? If our nation is “the homeland,” and our internal politics are 

“domestic,” then the president is the metaphorical “head of the household”: a leader taking care of a national 

family, setting the house rules, disciplining the disobedient and, above all, protecting its members from the outside 

world.44 Family is the dominant metaphor for the state, and it’s a gendered one. As presidential historian Forrest 

McDonald put it: “Whether as a warrior-leader, father of his people, or protector, the president is during his tenure 

the living embodiment of the nation.”45 

Scholars argue, in fact, that the U.S. presidency is possibly the most masculine job in the nation.46 This has long 

made candidates’ masculinity a central feature of political campaigns. Throughout the twentieth century, 

manliness explicitly came into political debates about wars (from the Spanish-American to Iraq), and many 

presidential candidates tried to show they had masculine hobbies (like brush-clearing, ranching, or football), used 

masculinized talk (seeming brash, risk-embracing, and adventurous), and discussed policy in terms of power (by 

being “tough on crime” and “strong on national security”). 

In this way, the battle for the Republican presidential nomination in 2016 was relatively routine: It was a battle 

among men over manliness. Rick Perry challenged Donald Trump to a pull-up contest. Trump and Ted Cruz 

competed over the attractiveness of their respective wives. The Cruz campaign made fun of Marco Rubio’s 

fashionable boots, calling them “high-heeled booties.” Trump attempted to emasculate his rivals, calling Ben 

Carson “super low energy,” Jeb Bush “really weak,” and Rubio a “frightened little puppy.” Rubio responded by 

suggesting that Trump had a small penis. Trump retorted: “I guarantee you there is no problem.” 

Trump in particular performed an “unapologetic masculinity,” one that, at its core, was about dominating others: 

“winning” in business, with women, in politics, and over other men.47 He had a signature violent handshake, 

promised to “bomb the shit” out of enemies, claimed immigrants were rapists, and boasted of kissing and grabbing 

women without their permission. When these revelations threatened his campaign, he invoked exculpatory 

chauvinism—that idea that men are naturally “bad boys” and that being bad is part of what makes them great—

calling it “locker room talk.” I’m a bad boy, Trump seemed to say unapologetically, but a bad boy is exactly what 

America needs right now. All of this, including the dozen alleged sexual assaults, likely both helped and hurt his 

election chances. 

After the primaries, during the face-off between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, both used coded language 

invoking masculinity.48 Trump repeatedly questioned Clinton’s strength, stating at one rally: “Hillary’s not strong. 

Hillary’s weak, frankly. She’s got no stamina.” In a campaign ad for Trump, the voiceover said: “Hillary Clinton 

doesn’t have the fortitude, strength, or stamina to lead in our world.” He also claimed that Clinton didn’t have a 

“presidential look” and suggested that she was unattractive. 

In response, Clinton questioned what kind of man Trump was. “A man you can bait with a tweet,” she warned, “is 

not a man we can trust with nuclear weapons.” In her convention speech, she followed that statement by quoting 

former First Lady Jackie Kennedy, who once said that wars were started not by “big men with self-control and 

restraint, but by little men—the ones moved by fear and pride.” In her own way, Clinton was asserting that Trump 

was not man enough to be president. Whether the candidate was male or female, Republican or Democrat, then, 

the masculinity of all these presidential candidates was on trial. 
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 restraint, but by little men—the ones moved by fear and pride.” In her own way, Clinton was asserting that Trump was 

not man enough to be president. Whether the candidate was male or female, Republican or Democrat, then, the 

masculinity of all these presidential candidates was on trial. 

Ultimately, Trump did become president. We know that gender was a part of the campaign rhetoric, but did it also 

factor into the decisions of voters? And did it change how men and women orient themselves toward politics? We 

know a few things already. First, while Americans have become increasingly approving of female politicians, there are 

some holdouts and some exceptions, increasingly structured on partisan lines.49 While most report that they would be 

“comfortable” with a female president, only 28 percent of Americans are enthusiastic about one, and 26 percent of 

American voters are hostile to the idea.50 Half of Americans say women’s family responsibilities don’t leave them 

enough time for politics and a quarter believe they aren’t “tough enough.”51 Two studies have found that Americans 

are more comfortable with women in lower-level political offices than in higher-level ones.52 

In practice, the average American also appears to be more comfortable with women in office than with women 

running for office. For decades, Clinton’s popularity among Americans was tied to whether she was in office (during 

which time between 20 and 40 percent saw her unfavorably) or running for office (during which her unfavorability 

scores would rise to 45 to 55 percent).53 In her final week as secretary of state in 2013, for instance, her favorability 

rating was at an all-time high of 67 percent, but during her runs for Senate and the 2008 and 2016 presidential 

nomination, that number was below 50. 

Second, sexism, hostile sexism, and precarious masculinity were all at work in the 2016 presidential election. 

Compared to people who didn’t vote for Trump, Trump voters scored higher on measures of hostile sexism and were 

more likely to report dislike and distrust of working women.54 Stoking anger—something Trump did expertly on the 

campaign trail—intersected with sexism among men, increasing support for the Republican candidate.55 In one study, 

men who were exposed to a threat to their masculinity changed their voting preferences; like the men who chose 

boxing over a puzzle after being asked to braid hair, men who were primed to think about how women now outearn 

their husbands in a growing number of households were less likely to support Clinton over Trump.56 

Among women, internalized sexism predicted support for Trump, too.57 Some are attracted to a 

breadwinner/homemaker model and are eager to see men’s economic strength enhanced, even relative to women’s.58 

For women whose own economic options are quite limited, a patriarchal bargain that gives men more ability to 

support them makes good sense; meanwhile, they don’t see the more feminist-inclined Democratic Party as doing 

much for women like them, and they may not be wrong. Other women may be pro-life or anti-“big” government and 

put those concerns before any they had about Trump. And, of course, some women, like some men, were motivated 

by racist, anti-immigrant, or Islamophobic sentiment. Sexism was predictive of voting decisions in 2016, but racism 

was even more so.59 

Third, this election was striking in how starkly it separated the sexes. Women voted for Clinton over Trump by about 

12 percentage points, and men voted for Trump over Clinton by about the same margin. This in itself is not 

surprising—as gendered issues like climate change and concern about inequality have become more partisan, women 

have leaned Democratic and men more Republican—but the gender difference in the 2016 election was bigger than 

any seen in the last twelve presidential elections.60 

The numbers are even more striking when we consider them intersectionally.61 Young voters—ages eighteen to 

twenty-nine—were least likely to vote for Trump, but gender still mattered: Sixty-three percent of young women 

voted for Clinton compared to 47 percent of men. Seventy percent of young Latinas and 64 percent of Latinos voted 

for Clinton, alongside a whopping 94 percent of black women and 75 percent of black men, compared to 50 percent of 

white women and 35 percent of white men. All told, no demographic intersection under thirty voted for Trump in the 

majority except white men (at 52 percent). This group, further, was especially motivated to get out and vote: about a 

million more young white men came out to vote in 2016 than is typical.62 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

Finally, Hillary Clinton wasn’t just any woman; she had endured sexist portrayals in the media for decades. In 1978, 

when her husband was first elected governor of Arkansas, the New York Times referred to her as an “ardent feminist” 

because she had chosen to keep her own last name: Rodham. This launched four decades of jokes about her being a 

dumb blonde, a bitch, and a witch.63 In 1992, when her husband was running for president, twelve years after she’d 

caved and changed her name to his, she finally replied to relentless questions from the media about whether she 

would quit her job: “I suppose I could have stayed home and baked cookies and had teas, but what I decided to do 

was to fulfill my profession.” That year she got more attention than Madonna.64 By 2016, when she ran against Trump, 

it was easy to cast her as a pariah. 

There is no doubt that 2016 was a gendered election. A man and a woman faced off for the presidency for the first 

time in American history, gendered messaging was pervasive, and men and women voted differently, even more 

differently than in previous elections. Men and women also responded differently to Trump’s victory. After the 

election, women’s confidence in the future of the United States dropped: 43 percent of women said they had “quite a 

lot” of confidence in the future of the country before the election, compared to 29 percent after.65 In contrast, men’s 

confidence rose, from 47 percent to 53 percent. Among people born in the 1980s and after, 44 percent of men, but 

only 32 percent of women, agreed with the statement “Trump is my president.”66 Nine months into Trump’s term, 

men were substantially more likely to approve of his job as president (44 percent of men compared to 31 percent of 

women).67 Gender differences are not new to American politics, but the Trump-Clinton race, the Trump victory, and 

the ensuing Trump presidency have exacerbated gender difference, pushing men and women further apart politically. 

 

Hillary Clinton did not become the first female president in 2016, and her loss was a window into the persistence of 

sexism in America, but there are silver linings. She was the first woman in this country’s 239-year history to be 

nominated for president by one of its two major parties, and she won the popular vote (48 percent of voters cast their 

ballot for Clinton, compared to 46 percent for Trump). These are meaningful “firsts” that reflect a hundred years of 

increasing female representation in our legislatures. Women have fought to be recognized and most men have 

changed how they think about women.68   

Undoubtedly, women will keep fighting and the face of politics will continue to change. 

 

Excerpted from Gender: Ideas, Interactions, Institutions, Second Edition, by Lisa Wade and Myra Marx Ferree (c) 2019.  

Used with permission of the publisher, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Lisa Wade is a professor at Occidental College in Los Angeles. She earned an 

MA in human sexuality from New York University and an MS and PhD in 

sociology from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. She is the author of 

over a dozen research articles, the co-editor of Assigned: Life with Gender, 

author of American Hookup: The New Culture of Sex on Campus, and co-

author of Gender: Ideas, Interactions, Institutions. 
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“Gender and the Media: 

Women’s Places” 

Social change is reflected in how trade publications discuss the increasing number of wom en in the funeral industry. 

The relation of the local to the global and female invisibility is considered in an analysis of Portuguese  punk fanzines. 

An examination of advice books for American tween girls documents not only the subject matter, but also the racial, 

ethnic and religious homogeneity and heteronormativity assumed in the text and illustrations. Finally, a comparison 

of the critical response to identical music recorded by female and male artists provides the opportunity to see the 

role gender plays in criticism of aesthetic materials. 

Media images shape and are shaped by society. They reflect the ways in which the social order  changes and stays the 

same. Focusing on women the contributors to Gender and the Media: Women’s Places consider a variety of media to 

explore the impact of what is there, as well as what is missing.  

Advances in Gender Research Volume 26, Emerald, 2019.  

 

Media images shape and are shaped by society. They reflect the ways in 

which the social order changes and stays the same. The contributors to 

Gender and the Media: Women’s Places consider a variety of media to 

explore the impact of what is there, as well as what is missing. Their focus 

is on women. Networks of the cyberbullying of women of color are 

rendered graphically and the agency claimed by women in Western Sahara 

refugee camps is shown in photos. How college women and men respond 

to the masculinity reflected in hip-hop lyrics and videos, and what it feels 

like to be a woman in a comic book store are conveyed in excerpts from 

interviews. Contributors detail how publications discuss rape in India and 

trafficking in Moldova and ponder the absence of the topic of anorexia in 

U.S. cinema. 

Vasilikie (Vicky) Demos, professor emerita of sociology, University of Minnesota-Morris, is co-editor of 

this series and past president of the North Central Sociological Association and Sociologists for 

Women in Society.  She is a founding member of the US Women’s Caucus at the UN and a recipient of 

the Harriet Martineau Sociological Society Award and the Aida K. Tomeh Distinguished Service Award 

of the North Central Sociological Association. She is currently chair of the SWS subcommittee on 

CEDAW.  Her research is on gender inequality and ethnicity/nationality in Greece and its diaspora. 

 Marcia Texler Segal, professor of sociology and dean for research emerita, Indiana University 

Southeast, is co-editor of the Advances in Gender Research series and of  Intersections of Gender, 

Race, and Class: Readings for a Changing Landscape.  She is past president of the North Central 

Sociological Association, past chair of the ASA sections on Sex and Gender and Race, Gender and 

Class, recipient of the SWS Mentor Award and the Harriet Martineau Sociological Society Award for 

Significant Contributions to the  Study and History of  Early Women Sociologists. She currently co-

chairs the ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network.  
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GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: 

Shannon Malone Gonzalez is a PhD Candidate in Sociology at The University of Texas at 

Austin. Her research interests include critical criminology, critical race and feminist 

theory, and social networks. She is particularly interested in understanding how 

inequality influences black women and girls’ experiences of state violence. Her recent 

Gender & Society article, “Making It Home: An Intersectional Analysis of the Police Talk,” 

examines how police socialization practices in black families inadvertently reproduce 

the marginalization of black girls and sexual violence by police in discourses on police 

violence. Shannon’s dissertation, “In Her Place: Policing Black Women Across Social 

Class,” is a mixed-methods study of how race, gender, social class, and sexualities shape 

black women’s experiences with police, as well as their social ties and resources for 

resisting police violence. Her research uses in-depth interviews with black women, 

observations of community events on police violence, and local and national surveys to 

examine the scope and impact of police violence in the lives of black women. Shannon is 

also involved in graduate student activism. She co-founded the Sociology Graduate 

Student Council with other sociology graduate students at The University of Texas at 

Austin to support student representation on hiring committees, steering committees, 

and faculty meetings. She is a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow 

and a W.K. Kellogg Community Leadership Fellow.  

 
Caitlin Carroll is a Ph.D. Candidate in Sociology at the University of Texas at Austin. For 

the academic year 2018-19, she is also a visiting Ph.D. researcher at the Centre for 

Gender Research at Uppsala University in Sweden. Her research focuses on gender-

based violence, sexual violence, gender and politics, and feminist criminology. Her 

dissertation, “Sexual Violence and Gender Equality in Sweden,” investigates the 

persistence of gendered sexual violence in a country where gender equality has been a 

core feature of the political agenda for four decades. Why does widespread sexual 

violence, committed with near impunity, persist when Swedish women have made 

substantial strides in other areas of gender equality? What measures are being taken by 

the state to prevent sexual assault and rape, support those who have been victimized, 

and seek justice for victim-survivors? How have recent feminist social movements 

highlighted and challenged the ways in which sexual violence is constructed by Swedish 

society and the state? In 2018, Sweden passed a new sexual offenses legislation based 

on consent, rather than force, incapacitation, or vulnerability as written in previous 

iterations of the law. The law was a culmination of five years of lobbying and resistance 

by feminist anti-violence activists and researchers and was passed during the height of 

the #MeToo movement in Sweden. Through interviews with activists, state bureaucrats, 

social service providers, and legal professionals, she challenges the ways in which sexual 

violence is understood from a socio-legal perspective. Her dissertation fieldwork is 

funded by a Graduate Research Fellowship from the American-Scandinavian Foundation 

as well as grants from the Urban Ethnography Lab and the Swedish Excellence 

Endowment at UT-Austin.  
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U.S. immigration and citizenship laws have always granted white citizen-men the liberty to bring their foreign 

wives into the country and confer their citizenship status upon them.  Since the American Revolution, men have 

been using “mail-order bride” services. With the advent of the internet, online marriage brokerage services have 

become popular. From the comforts of their own home, American men can pay to meet and marry non-Western 

women from areas of East Asia and Eastern Europe. Some services even offer immigration assistance, so their 

clientele can more easily petition immigration on their new wives’ behalf.  

Historically, American women have not had such freedoms. The earliest laws legally tied women to their 

husbands’ citizenship status. Immigration laws prohibited citizen-women from petitioning immigration for 

foreign husbands, and native born women lost their citizenship status if they married foreign nationals.  

Moreover, while the nation’s first comprehensive immigration policy used a quota system to limit the number of 

non-white immigrants entering into the United States, state laws and social norms prohibited interracial intimate 

relationships, especially policing those between white women and men of color.  

However, today women citizens are granted equal citizenship rights under the law.  The national quota policy 

has been replaced with a preference system that allows any U.S. citizen, regardless of race, gender, and class, 

the right to petition immigration for a green-card on behalf of a foreign spouse. Thanks to internet technology, 

affordable travel along with financial freedom, more American women are expanding their romantic horizons 

abroad.  A subset of these women are actively pursuing relationships with non-Western men. 

What is leading more American women to seek marriage abroad and what are the political implications of these 

relationship choices for women’s citizenship? This question has led me to the internet.  I draw my data from one 

of the largest U.S. immigration self-help websites on the Internet. Consisting of over 100,000 members who have 

posted more than 2.2 million conversation threads across regional sub-forums, citizen petitioners seek advice 

and support from similar others about the immigration process.  I am analyzing conversation threads from two 

regional forums, the Middle East/North African forum (MENA) where members are predominately white U.S. 

women coupled with MENA-region men, and the Sub-Saharan Africa forum (SSA) where white and Black U.S. 

women pair with SSA-region men, to investigate how they discuss these relationships and their reasons behind 

their choices.    

Transnational marriage scholarship has extensively documented why Western men marry across borders.  These 

men often seek to recapture the traditional family values that they believe Western women have lost (see Collins 

et al 2013; Constable 2005; Palriwala and Uberoi 2008). American men often draw on norms surrounding 

romantic love and “traditionally” gendered and racialized expectations when justifying these relationships. They 

lament the loss of “traditional” family values and view U.S. women as too career-orientated or feminist.  They 

describe non-Western women as old-fashioned and child-like, but also, simultaneously, as sexually available and 

exotic, which makes them ideal “traditional partners.”  However, little is known; about why Western women 

marry across borders.  Some scholars have suggested that American women, as career-orientated and 

independent, may prefer husbands not seeking to dominate them. Others argue that American women may find 

foreign husbands sexually exotic and exciting.     

 

“Transnational Marriages between American 

Women and Men Abroad” By: Gina Marie Longo 
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My preliminary findings reveal some insights. Although there are no “mail-order grooms,” the socio-political changes 

mentioned above have created avenues like tourism and internet chatrooms where Western women meet foreign 

partners without paid, third-party intermediaries. Consequently, there are a subset of American women, like their 

American men counterparts, who seek and engage in intimate relationships with men from what I call “groom-

exiting” regions.  Much like the “bride-sending countries” in East Asia and Eastern Europe, “groom-exiting regions” 

are mid-level developing countries where area men often meet and marry Western women and try to relocate. Such 

groom-exiting regions can be found in parts of the Middle East/North Africa (MENA) and Sub-Saharan Africa.  On the 

two sub-forums that I study, most U.S. women citizens do not have any ties to these regions other than to the 

foreign nationals they are married to.  Several of the women have intentionally sought new partners from the same 

region even when previous relationships do not work out.  I find that most of the citizen-women on the forums 

construct their partners’ “foreign-ness” as both traditional and exotic.  Preliminary findings suggest that these 

women marry non-Western men from these regions for similar reasons as their counterparts who marry non-

Western women.  Contrary to assumptions that some Western women are too progressive to desire traditional 

family values (Nagel 2003), my research indicates evidence to the contrary. They draw on aspects of traditional 

family values that laud their husbands’ hard-work ethic, his understanding of husbands as protectors, and their 

sexual exoticness.   These women often claim that their non-Western partners value the concept of loyalty and 

faithfulness in marriage, whereas they believe that American men are looking to “trade up” for younger, more 

attractive partners over time. As one woman on the forum states, “whenever one of my friends becomes single, I tell 

her to find herself a MENA man.  Yeah, the immigration process is hateful, but it is so worth it in the end to find a real 

man who takes marriage seriously and appreciates what it means to be a husband.”  

 

 

The implications of these relationships for gendered citizenship create an interesting tension.  On the one hand, 

citizen-women challenge men’s authority over racialized, gendered, and class boundaries when they exercise their 

sexual agency abroad and control with whom they reproduce. Citizen-women who marry immigrant men have the 

power to confer their citizenship unto them. Yet, the explanations that these women provide for seeking spouses 

from “groom-exiting” regions rest on “traditional” notions of patriarchal marriages, which have created gender 

inequality both inside and outside the home. Ironically, these very gendered constructions of family, sexual agency 

and desirability create a double standard that peers and immigration officials use to evaluate marriage fraud.  Thus, 

citizen-men who are marrying non-Western women from poorer countries to have more “traditional” marriages are 

considered acceptable, while citizen-women, particularly those who are older with higher socio-economic status, 

with the same intentions are considered desperate fools who are being used by foreign men who simply want 

papers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

“...Yeah, the immigration process is hateful, but it is so worth it in the end to find a real man who takes 

marriage seriously and appreciates what it means to be a husband…” 

Gina Marie Longo is a post-doctoral researcher in the Law School at the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison. She specializes in the sociology of 

gender, race and ethnicity, immigration, and digital sociology. Her 

current research focuses on how the U.S. spousal reunification system 

(re)constructs and polices citizenship and nation. 
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Men and Masculinities in Anti Gender Based Violence Activism in Cairo, Egypt:  

Some Preliminary Observations 

 

 

 

By: Helen Rizzo 

 

 

Projects for gender justice, particularly those against gender based violence (GBV), imply masculine responsibility in 

formulating the problem and suggestions for reform, but men, while deemed responsible, often had not been directly 

targeted by feminist and women’s rights activism until recently. The research that I will be discussing here is part of a larger 

project, entitled Redefining Masculinities in the Middle East: The Struggle of Anti Gender Based Violence Initiatives in Egypt. 

Drawing on fieldwork with independent initiatives, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), national and international 

organizations based in Cairo, this project examines how and if various groups working to end GBV in Egypt, particularly 

public space sexual harassment, deal with masculinities and engage men. Given that activism against GBV in Egypt has 

attracted men as volunteers and/or staff members of these groups, I examine here the multiple masculinities at play in this 

activism by the male activists themselves. 

I became interested in the challenges initiatives for women’s rights/gender equality face when trying to engage men and 

masculinities while doing fieldwork—including participant observation and interviews with men and women active in groups 

fighting sexual harassment in public spaces, from 2006 until 2010, with the Egyptian Center for Women Rights (ECWR) anti-

harassment campaign that began in 2005. In examining the effectiveness of this campaign, I observed the challenges ECWR 

faced in finding messages to engage men that did not reinforce traditional notions of masculinity. This led me to further 

explore issues related to men and masculinities with more groups working on ending gender-based violence in Egypt in my 

current project. 

I find that different kinds of men with distinct gender ideologies were drawn to different types of activities, which—in turn—

either reinforced or challenged these gender ideologies. Several of the groups, particularly in the period of 2011-2013, were 

involved in patrolling areas known for increased incidents of sexual harassment during the holidays in order to deter men 

from harassing and help women to escape harassment. This was similar to the groups who pulled women out of mob sexual 

assaults during political demonstrations in this period.  These types of activities tended to attract men who wanted to be 

heroic by saving women from sexual violence.  These men tended to be very physically strong (which was an asset in 

assisting women who were being sexually assaulted by mobs of men) and tough but the problem was these beliefs 

reinforced the idea that women were weak and needed to be saved and protected.  Usually these men did not continue 

volunteering once the protesting stopped or patrolling during the holidays became more difficult to do.  They were more 

interested in direct intervention and the “fight” than strategizing about how to achieve more long-term solutions.  But some 

of my interviewees observed that those who were willing to stay and got involved in other types of activism—awareness 

raising through media and cultural campaigns or trainings---began to see the problem as one of gender inequality and 

started to internalize the idea that women deserved to have the same access to public space as men. Moreover, some of the 

men who worked on intervention teams with women in helping women to escape mob sexual assaults, directly observed 

that women were strong and courageous and that even the survivors of these violent assaults were brave in their abilities to 

survive and to go on with life after such experiencing such a horrible incident.  Their involvement was life changing—they 

went from being against women being on their intervention teams because they felt responsible for protecting them from 

assaults to seeing them as courageous partners in rescuing women from mob sexual assaults.  

Of course anti sexual harassment groups regardless of the type of activity also attracted men who can be characterized as 

allies/partners in the struggle for gender equality and in ending GBV. I would describe these men as empathetic and fair 

minded who believe that women deserve the same rights and chances as men including having the same rights to access 

public space and are open seeing the problems of gender based violence from a feminist view point of view.   
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Several of my interviewees also noted that some men seem drawn to these types of groups because a close relative or 

friend experienced harassment/sexual assault or they themselves experienced abuse/trauma whether from a domestic 

violence situation or being bullied at school or on the street for appearing “weak” or “not manly”—not meeting some 

norm of dominant masculinity that makes them very empathetic with others who have experienced similar types of 

violence and abuse.   

As this is work in progress and I am still analyzing my data, I believe I will discover other categories of men and 

masculinities in addition to the “men as protectors” or “men as allies” dichotomy described here.  However, what this 

initial analysis indicates is that there are multiple masculinities at play in this context, even among this subset of men 

involved in a particular type of gender activism.   

Using R.W. Connell’s concepts of hegemonic and subordinate masculinities as part of the theoretical framework1 will 

contribute to the analysis in explaining why the “men as protectors” and “men as allies” were attracted to an issue that 

has been seen as a “woman’s issue”.  During the period between 2011-2013 when protests were a regular occurrence 

and civilian organized patrols of areas known for sexual harassment during holidays were tolerated, “rescuing” women 

from mob sexual assaults was a way for young men to gain at least partial access to hegemonic forms of masculinity.  

Having physical strength and being aggressive were assets in these types of activities and these young men played a role 

in protecting/saving women from physical and sexual assault which in turn protected/saved women’s sexual reputations.  

Thus in terms of the “men as protectors” category, it should not surprise us that this type of activism against GBV could 

potentially reinforce hegemonic forms of masculinity and the belief that women need to be rescued and protected 

because of assumed physical and emotional weakness.   

For the “men as allies” category, using the concept of subordinate masculinity as the lens to understanding this group is 

potentially useful. As mentioned earlier, the findings suggest that some male activists joined these groups because they 

are survivors of sexual violence or familial abuse or because of being bullied at school or on the street for appearing 

“weak” or “not manly”.  In other words, they are not meeting some norm of dominant or hegemonic masculinity. These 

men were also more open to developing a feminist consciousness. They are non-conformers in terms of 

dominant/hegemonic masculinity which can be the key to understanding why some of the “men as allies” group wanted 

to be involved in this type of activism, especially with feminist groups.  These young men have found kindred spirits with 

feminist women in wanting to challenge norms and redefine gender in more fluid and egalitarian ways as opposed to 

rigid and “traditional” gender roles. With this project, I hope to provide new insights into the changing masculinities of 

young male activists as well as how groups working against GBV are trying to engage men and reconceptualize 

masculinities in their activism. 
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Xenophobia            By: Monica J. Casper 

What does infant death have to do with borders? 

Quite a lot, especially if we view baby loss through the lens of xenophobia. 

Fear and racism are foundational to current U.S. immigration policy, from a ban on Muslims entering the country to a 
recent government shutdown from partisan conflict surrounding a border wall. Donald Trump was elected as President in 
2016, in part, on the basis of his inflammatory anti-immigration rhetoric and promises to offer “reform.”  

Xenophobia is from the Greek root xenos, which can mean either stranger or guest. In the United States, especially in the 
Sonoran Desert where I live, there are competing notions of immigrants as either “strangers” or “guests.” Conservative 
local and national politicians work to build walls and keep out “unwanted” immigrants from Mexico, while more left-
leaning folks provide sanctuary, water, and support to the migrants. 

Immigration is both one of the key political issues of our time and a global human rights crisis. Because reproduction is 
an important component of human experience, and of women’s lives, it is entangled with social processes, such as 
migration. Indeed, historian Laura Briggs (2018) has argued that all politics are reproductive politics, echoing feminist 
scholars who have long understood reproduction and women’s reproductive bodies (especially women of color) as 
political and politicized. 

For example, the derogatory and rhetorically charged term “anchor baby” (Foster 2017; Bloodsworth-Lugo and Lugo-
Lugo 2017) relocates xenophobia inside migrating women’s wombs. White fears of escalating birth rates among 
immigrants, especially but not only those from Mexico and Central America, are encapsulated in the fury around 
birthright citizenship, or the notion that having babies in the U.S. makes it easier for immigrants to remain.  

Immigrant women’s reproductive motivations are highly suspect in this framework, which rests on the belief that “illegal 
aliens” will hyper-reproduce and take over the United States, displacing the culture and language of white people. Rather 
than seeing immigrant pregnant women as vulnerable and deserving of care and protection, “anchor baby” discourse 
reframes them as politically savvy, instrumental operators keen on draining resources away from more “deserving” 
(white, native-born) citizens.  

Such disparaging attitudes about immigrants of color, coupled with entrenched racism and classism, go far toward 
explaining patterns of infant mortality and birth outcomes. A sizable body of demographic and epidemiological research 
links immigration and infant mortality rates. Perhaps surprisingly, given what we know about the relationship between 
poverty, access to care, and insufficient health care, some immigrants to the U.S. have lower infant mortality rates than 
white, native-born populations.  

As one economist suggests, “Despite a lower socio-economic status, children of first-generation immigrants of Hispanic 
origin have better birth outcomes than children of US born white women” (Guintella 2016). Later generations, though 
benefiting from socio-economic integration, face an increase in negative health outcomes. This is sometimes referred to 
as the Latina or Hispanic Paradox (Hoggatt et al. 2012). 

A study of immigrants living in California and Florida, key migration destinations, found that second-generation children 
of immigrants from Mexico and Cuba retain this advantage (Guintella 2016). In contrast, the children of Puerto Rican 
immigrants have worse birth outcomes than U.S.-born white women. By the third-generation, Hispanic outcomes begin 
to decline, except among Mexican-Americans.  

The advantage in birth outcomes for certain groups of immigrant women likely stems from “informal systems of prenatal 
care” that provide “a behavioral context for healthy births” (McGlade, Saha, and Dahlstrom 2004). In other words, from 
strong community ties that unfortunately begin to erode the longer families live in the United States. “This loss of 
advantage in birth outcomes is caused in part by the process of acculturation to the norms of mainstream American 
society” (ibid.)  
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It may also be caused by disintegration of informal networks of care and a corresponding lack of formal prenatal care – 
leaving Hispanic women, like many other women of color and poor women, at risk for preterm birth and other structural 
causes of infant death. 

Studying infant mortality in relation to immigration is extremely useful for determining causes of death and charting 
pathways for intervention. However, while much of this research examines race and ethnicity in relation to mobility, it 
rarely – like health disparities research writ large – examines racism (Williams and Sternthal 2010). And, in failing to 
attend to racism alongside mobility, this literature offers only part of the story.  

As the chairman of the executive committee of the World Congress on Migration, Ethnicity, Race, and Health notes, 
“Racism and xenophobia are among the most dangerous threats to public health, with death rates that cannot be 
equaled even by the deadliest contagion…Bridging the gap between work on racism, migration, race, and ethnicity is 
difficult but necessary. In these efforts, we should not forget the emigration of white Europeans, displacing and 
decimating indigenous people, with consequences still cascading across the centuries” (Bhopal 2017). 

Bringing in critical race and ethnicity perspectives poses challenges to the concept of acculturation: “Research on 
acculturation and health has not paid sufficient attention to the possibility that proxy indices of acculturation–such as 
length of time living in the United States—might be measuring exposure to discrimination” (Abraido-Lanza, Echeverria, 
and Flórez 2016). This body of work shows that racial and ethnic discrimination – racism – has a negative effect on the 
physical and mental health of immigrants. 

And so, we come full circle, back to xenophobia. 

And to U.S. immigration policy, which is increasingly punitive and exclusionary.  

And to debates about “anchor babies” and resources and who is more or less deserving. 

In short, some women born in the United States, especially African American women, experience terrible birth outcomes, 
including high infant (and maternal) death rates. Some women who migrate to the U.S. have better birth outcomes 
initially, but these worsen generationally with time and exposure to discrimination. In both instances, racism is a key 
element, amplifying poverty and lack of access to health care. 

We would be remiss to think that the act of people moving to and fro between borders directly causes morbidity and 
mortality – though the migratory trail itself may be treacherous for women and children in all sorts of ways, not least 
reproductively (O’Leary and Simmons 2017). Women with babies and small children are more likely to die in the desert, 
just as women with children are more at risk in natural and man-made disasters (Enarson and Chakrabarti 2009). 

It is, rather, the racist institutional and cultural scaffolding of the U.S. (and elsewhere) that enfolds, challenges, and limits 
geographic mobility while reshaping migrating bodies and lives, often to their detriment. In the ongoing war on 
immigration, xenophobia trumps human thriving, and even basic survival, especially for marginalized mothers and 
babies.  

Women and children are not first; they are casualties of a political order that refuses to see all lives as worthy.  

This is America.   
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can be found at www.monicajcasper.com.   
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